Split-level Dispatch Console

Our Split-level workstations start with a robust equipment enclosure base. Unlike the dual table

systems provided by Xybix, Watson and Bramic, Americon workstations do not use unsightly metal
table legs to lift the worksurfaces nor do they need partitions to hide cables and power cords. We have
replaced this ancient paradyne with a more funciton and user-friendly base system that does much,
much more without compremizing leg room.

The Americon Advantage


The equipment base houses all lifting motors and under surface hardware needed to lift the
worksurfaces.



The monitor and input surface are each actuated by four strategically located hydraulic
pistons to eliminate surface that may caused deflection due to uneven weight distribution.
Table systems only have two lifting columns per surface normally on the ends that utilize

separate linear acuators which are prone to adjustment problems. Each surface has a lifting
capacity of 750 lbs.


The base has a segregated power/data/voice cable management system and can even have
EIA racks.



The two separate lifting surfaces are only offset from each other by an 1/8”. Unlike table

systems that require a large gap between worksurfaces, there is no place for pencils and pens
to fall through.


The base has a storage for up to four full-height CPU towers that eliminates the need for
extra CPU storage cabinets where real estate is at a premium .



The base equipment enclosure has access both front and rear through hinged access doors.



Unlike table systems, monitor cables and power cords pass through the monitor shelf to the
base through metal shafts that protect and hide them from view. This eliminates accordian
style cable relief found in table systems that shows under foot.



The base is freestanding and has passthroughs to freestanding adjacent components.



The complete workstation is freestanding and finished completely inside and out.



All Americon products are clad in a spaceage proprietary laminate that hermetically seals all
components from the effects of temperature and moisture. The propietary system eliminates
the need for unsightly bumper molding on freeformed detail edges.



All Americon dispatch console systems include adjustable leveling glides.

Accessories

A continuous slatwall is available that mounts monitor arms, task lights, phone mounts, storage trays
and other accessories. Unlike furniture systems that rely on cubicle style stationary floor panels, the

Americon slatwall is attached to the rear worksurface providing noise suppression even in the
standing position. Each surface moves independently and there is plenty of room on the rear surface
for monitors on stands when workstation is ordered without a slatwall.

The sit/stand height levels can
be controlled through switches
embedded in the input surface

or from our Personal Workspace
Manager that supplies forced air
heating

and

ventilation.
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Split-level consoles are available
in straight, concentric arc and
cockpit style configurations. The
freestanding base is expandable

by adding stationary modules
which can be storage cabinets,
file cabinets, CPU enclosures,

fax and printer cabinets, drawer

pedestals, shelving, bookcases and additional lengths of stationary worksurface to increase the work
area.
A myriad of accessories are available such as monitor arms, phone mounts, speaker turrets,
communications hubs, personal environmental systems, LED task lights, paper trays, cup holders and

manual trays. All Americon products carry a three year limited warranty for materials and
workmanship. All dispatch workstations and accessories meet or exceed ANSI/BIFMA standards.
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